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Shaping up for a triathlon is serious business. Triathlon Training For Dummies is packed with
insider tips and proven methods for training for a triathlon and pumping yourself into the best
possible shape by race day. It helps you find the motivation you need to stick to your program,
eat better to maximize your energy, and prevent injures both before and during the race.This
authoritative guide helps you evaluate your cardiovascular fitness, muscle strength, endurance,
and flexibility, and to set manageable realistic training goals. You’ll learn how to establish a
workout schedule, choose a target finish time get the right, affordable equipment you’ll need for
each leg of the race, and maximize your fitness and form for swimming, biking, and running.
You’ll also get plenty of help in putting it all together as you focus your training, add dual
workouts, become a quick-change artist, and save time during transitions. Discover how
to:Choose an event to train for based on your fitness levelGet into your best possible
shapeSelect the right equipment and sportswearTrain for an Olympic, Sprint, or Ironman
triathlonFuel your body and prevent injuriesPrepare for training sessionsMaintain energy and
recover quicklySet training schedules for every triathlon eventTreat common training and racing
injuriesLive like an athleteTriathlon Training For Dummies comes complete with resources for
finding triathlons near you, lists of items to bring along on race day, and tips on registration
formalities and racing etiquette.
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ServicesIntroductionTriathlons are the new black. They're fitness fashion, and they look good on
everyone.Triathlon events are becoming as popular as the weekend 5K road race. But now,
instead of closing off a neighborhood loop, race directors are setting up orange cones, yellow
tape, barricades, and bike racks throughout cities and entire towns for these multi-sport events
that cover anywhere from 8 miles to an awe-inspiring 140 miles.Still, as much as we're hearing
and reading about triathlons and who's training for them, the number of people crossing the
finish lines of these events makes anyone who considers participating in the three-sport
showdown one of the select few.Complete a triathlon of any distance, and you qualify as an
athlete of exceptional endurance and dedication. If you're considering participating in a triathlon,
or you've already started training for one, this book is for you.About This BookYou can do a
triathlon — and Triathlon Training For Dummies will add to your confidence and help you
improve your performance, comfort, and fun when you do. This book best answers the questions
of triathletes who are new to the sport because it was written from that same perspective,
focusing on simplifying the complex equipment needs of triathletes and creating training
programs you can understand and follow without a calculator, heart monitor, or PhD.This book is
a collaboration of many experienced triathletes who shared their training tips and event
expertise. It's the triathlon-training book for real people (because not everyone is an Ironman or
wants to be), taking you from novice to knowledgeable.Depending on the length of the triathlon
you choose, you'll find that what motivates most triathletes has nothing to do with beating you.
What you're more likely to find is team spirit: We're in this together — let's get it done and see
how far we can push ourselves.That's an energy that's infectious. And the discipline, self-
confidence, and fitness that come from triathlon training will enhance other areas of your life. So,
don't be surprised if you start a mini triathlon trend in your own circle. People will recognize the
positive effects that your training has on you. And they'll want some of that for themselves.Share
your gear. Share your knowledge. The book? Sure, you can share that, too — but we're hoping
you'll find the information in these pages so helpful to your daily training that you'll tell your
friends to buy their own copies.In this book, we give you answers to the many questions you're
thinking right now: What equipment do I need? How do I find time for training? What do I need to
know about transitions? Will I make it to the finish? (Trust us, you will.)Conventions Used in This
BookWe've designed this book in a way that makes it easy to read and understand:When we
refer to distances, we use meters or miles for the swim; meters are abbreviated with a lowercase
m (so 500m is 500 meters) and the word mile is spelled out (as in 1 mile). We use kilometers for
the bike and run; kilometers are abbreviated with a capital K (so 10K is 10 kilometers).Whenever
we use a new term, we put it in italics and define it shortly thereafter (often in
parentheses).When we give you a list of steps to follow, we put the action part of the step in
bold, so it's easy to find.We put all Web addresses and e-mail addresses in monofont, so that
they stand out from the surrounding text. Note: When this book was printed, some Web



addresses may have needed to break across two lines of text. If that happened, rest assured
that we haven't put in any extra characters (such as hyphens) to indicate the break. So, when
using one of these Web addresses, just type in exactly what you see in this book, pretending as
though the line break doesn't exist.One last point: Because we're writing this book as a team,
when we want to refer to one of our experiences, we use the person's first name (either Deirdre
or Donna), so that you know which of us is behind that anecdote.What You're Not to ReadYou
have a lot of training ahead of you. We don't want this book to be an excuse for “not having the
time to train.” So, we've written it so that you can safely skip some pieces, and still have
everything you need to know.Feel free to pass by anything in a gray box — the text in gray boxes
are sidebars. You can always come back to sidebars later, when you've digested everything else
in the chapter and want to expand your knowledge, along with your fitness. Same goes for
anything marked with a Technical Stuff icon — these are details you won't need to know to
participate in your triathlon. Of course, if you're the type who likes to know every last shred of
information, have at it — you can impress all your training buddies with your know-how.Foolish
AssumptionsWe assume that you know how to swim and you know how to ride a bike — but
that's as far as we go. Beyond your basic ability to stay afloat and stay upright, we're prepared for
anything.If you're just getting off the couch, you'll find a training schedule with some tips for you.
If you've already tried a triathlon or two and you want to find out how to do them better, faster, or
farther, you'll find all you need to do that, too.How This Book Is OrganizedTriathlon Training For
Dummies is divided into five parts, each with chapters covering the details of that topic. You can
read just one part depending on where you are in your triathlon training or specific chapters
within the parts. The organization of this book makes it easy to find what you need. Here's an
overview.Part I: Starting Your Triathlon TrainingIn this part, you find tools you can use to select
the event that's right for you and your schedule. First, we fill you in on the five triathlon distances
and how far you'll swim, bike, or run in each one. We offer tips on selecting a triathlon that's right
for you. From there, we take a look at the equipment you need to train for, and participate in, a
triathlon, and we offer suggestions on picking gear that fits your goals and your budget. We also
give you guidelines for evaluating your fitness level and tell you what to expect if you feel you
need to get a doctor's approval before beginning your training.Part II: Taking It One Sport at a
Time: Swim, Bike, RunThis part covers the basics of each of the three sports. In your triathlon,
you'll start with swimming, then get on your bike, and then head off on foot for your run — we
cover the three sports in that same order in this book. From there, we tell you how to put them all
together and transition smoothly from one sport to the next. In each chapter, we give you a list of
the benefits you'll reap from training in each of the three sports. We provide details on mastering
the correct stroke, spin, or form to conserve energy and prevent injury. In this part, we also tell
you the benefits of building a support network and training with other triathletes.Part III: Training
for Your TriathlonIn this part, you find out what it takes to live like a triathlete. First, we discuss
how what you eat affects how you train. We offer tips on keeping your energy up for training by
fueling with the best foods. Here, you also find easy-to-follow training schedules for each event



distance, broken out by week, sport, and day. We leave out the jargon and confusing distances
and keep it simple, so that you can focus on training and not doing math. After nutrition and
training schedules, we present a detailed guide to making your muscles stronger and more
flexible to improve your triathlon performance and reduce your chances of being sidelined due to
injury. If you do find yourself nursing sore muscles or aching joints, this part is where you can find
out what's ailing you, why, and how to make it better.Part IV: Planning for Race DayThis part is
there for you as your event approaches. First, we talk about tapering (cutting back on training in
the weeks before your event). We tell you why tapering is important and how it can impact your
performance. In this part, we also give you a checklist of items to pack for your event and tell you
how to catch some shuteye in the nervous nights before your race. This part is where you find
details on what to expect when you arrive at your event location and what to do, step by step and
minute by minute, as you prepare for your event to start. If you're feeling nervous or doubtful,
check this part for tips on staying positive and relaxed. And, after your event, this part is there
with tools to help you decide what to do next.Part V: The Part of TensIn this part, we give you ten
reasons you should do a triathlon — refer to this list anytime you need a little motivation. We also
debunk ten common triathlon myths that may be causing you some worry. We give you a great
insider's list of ten items that will make you look and feel like an experienced triathlete, even at
your first event. And we offer ten Web sites to help you find triathlons based on event distance,
time frame, or location.Icons Used in This BookWe've designed this book so that you can focus
your attention on becoming a triathlete, not a research assistant. So, we use icons to identify
certain information that you'll find especially useful or important. Here are the icons in this book,
along with the kinds of information they signal:When you see the Tip icon, you'll find information
that will save you time or make you a more efficient triathlete.This book is a reference, which
means you don't have to commit it to memory — you won't be quizzed on it. But occasionally, we
tell you something that's so important you'll want to remember it. When we do, we use this
icon.People seem to have lots of misconceptions about triathlons. Some of these myths can
scare potential triathletes away from the sport; others can just add to their nervousness as they
approach the event. The information next to the MythBuster icon sets the record straight.When
we have a story to tell about our own experiences competing in or training for triathlons, we mark
it with this icon.You can get through a triathlon without knowing a lot of technical stuff. We've
labeled it with this icon, so you can skip it if you're not itching to know details that won't get you
to the finish line faster. Information marked with the Technical Stuff icon offers numbers,
formulas, or behind-the-scenes details on gear.Fortunately, you won't find many Warning icons
in this book. When we provide information regarding your safety or health that we don't want you
to miss, we identify it with the Warning icon.Where to Go from HereYou don't have to start with
Chapter 1 and read every page of this book in order before you start training. If you've already
committed to training and selected an event, turn to Chapter 10 to get a feel for where you are in
your training and where you'll need to be — the training schedules in that chapter break down
each distance into manageable bits that will get you motivated. As you begin training, be sure to



check out Chapter 3 to find out what equipment you need and what you don't. Then be sure to
read through the chapters on each sport — Chapter 5 for swimming, Chapter 6 for cycling, and
Chapter 7 for running — for an overview of the most efficient form and technique. And don't
forget transitions: You have to get from one sport to the next — start practicing now with the tips
in Chapter 8. If you're just in the thinking-about-it phase — and, hey, that's where everyone
starts! — head to Chapter 16 for the friendly nudge you need to get started.Wherever you start,
with the tools in this book, there's one place you'll finish: arms held high, crossing that finish line,
able to officially call yourself a triathlete. We're behind you every step of the way!Part I: Starting
Your Triathlon TrainingIn this part . . .We fill you in on the first steps to take now that you've
decided to train for a triathlon. In these chapters, you discover how to choose a triathlon event
and what to consider if your event is far from home. You're training for three sports — swimming,
biking, and running — and you need equipment; Chapter 3 is where you find an overview of
everything you need (and don't need) to train for and participate in a triathlon.In Chapter 4, we
give you a list of questions to ask yourself before you start to train. We let you know what to
expect at a physical with a doctor and what you could gain from an evaluation with a fitness
professional.You also find out how to enlist the support of family and friends to cheer you on and
keep you focused. The triathlon is an athletic event that challenges your personal limits and
brings surprising social perks. In this part, you see how training with other triathletes can keep
you challenged and motivated.Chapter 1: Training for a Multi-Sport EventIn This ChapterGetting
ready to get movingDefining what tri means for youKnowing what to expect on race
dayWelcome to the sport of triathlon — a race that combines swimming, cycling, and running in
one event. Although the growth of the sport may make it seem as if everyone around you is
training for a triathlon, you're actually joining a small minority — a group that the rest of the
population might call either remarkably fit and dedicated, or just a little bit nuts. The degree of
nuttiness they may attribute to you will be in direct correlation to the distance of your event — the
longer the event, the crazier they may think you are.But while others are scratching their heads,
you'll be on your way to complete fitness — improved cardiovascular health and aerobic
endurance, as well as powerful, toned muscles. But that's not all. Training for a triathlon is a
social event, too — triathlon training clubs are popular with experienced athletes as well as new
ones.So what are you waiting for? This chapter launches you into life as a triathlete.Defining
Your TriathlonYou've decided to do a triathlon. But what exactly does that mean? Going from one
sport to the next, and the next again, challenges all your muscle groups — and your mind. The
distance of your event will determine just how great this challenge will be. And the goals you set
for yourself will determine what you take away from the experience.A brief history of
triathlonsTriathlon is a relatively new sport — the first one took place in San Diego, California, in
1974. Four years later, the first Ironman triathletes crossed the finish line in Hawaii with a time of
11 hours, 46 minutes, and 58 seconds. Since then, triathletes have cut that time to the 1996
record-setting 8 hours, 4 minutes, and 8 seconds.Triathlon became an Olympic event in 2000, at
the standard Olympic race distance of a 1500m swim, 40K bike ride, and 10K run. Once



reserved for elite athletes, the growth and popularity of the three-sport event has made it
accessible and as easy to find as local road-running races.Choosing a distance and eventFor
most first-timers a triathlon is a Sprint-distance event — an 804.7m (0.5-mile) swim, a 19.3K to
25.8K (12- to 16-mile) bike ride, and a 5K (3.1-mile) run. A Super Sprint is slightly shorter than a
Sprint, but it's a less common event distance. After you have a triathlon under your belt, you may
decide to take on a longer event — such as an Olympic, a Half-Iron, or the extremely challenging
Ironman.Unless you've been drawn to do a triathlon by a specific fundraising race in your area,
your first step will be to select an event in a location that's accessible to you and in a time frame
that gives you enough time to train. In Chapter 2, we offer tips on how to pick your first race. In
Chapter 19, we offer a list of resources for finding local, national, and international races.Choose
a race that's first-timer friendly, close to home, and easy to get to.Setting your triathlon goalThe
reasons for participating in a triathlon are as varied as the athletes you'll see at the starting line
— people of all sizes, shapes, and abilities. They're all there to test their endurance and meet
their personal fitness or life goals.Depending on your fitness level, your goal may be to finish
your event in a certain time — or simply to finish. And for your first triathlon, that's the best place
to start. If you're determined to be a little more specific about how and when, remember these
goal-setting tips:Stay positive. “I will finish” will keep you far more motivated than “I won't finish
last.” Focus on what you want to do — finish happy and strong.Stay personal. If you want to
focus on where you'll place, make this goal about you, not the other triathletes. Set your goal
about your own personal finish time or how you'll feel when you finish, not about where you'll
finish in relation to everyone else. Your triathlon is about you.If you've entered road races, swims,
or cycling events in the past, you may be tempted to set a goal time for your event. If you want to
set specific time-related goals, set these for your training sessions, not for your first event. So
many factors can influence your race time — water currents, wind, course elevations, even the
number of other triathletes competing in your event. You don't want to be disappointed that you
didn't meet an arbitrary collection of hours, minutes, and seconds for an event you finished
successfully in every other way.Evaluating Your Equipment NeedsYou have ambition. You have
some degree of fitness. And you have enthusiasm. Still, you may be lacking a few essentials —
wheels, clothing, or shoes.Following is a list of the basic equipment you need to complete a
triathlon. Buy them now and start using them in your training. You'll want to use for your event the
same clothing and equipment you train in.Tri suit: Available in one or two pieces, tri suits fit
snugly and feature quick-drying fabrics and padded shorts for the ride — you don't want to have
to change any clothing during your event. Tri suits look serious. Even the idea of wearing one can
be intimidating. You may think that only the experienced or elite triathletes will be in tri suits, but
the tri suit is a great choice, especially for beginners, because it simplifies your event and your
transitions.An optional piece of equipment is a wetsuit. A wetsuit gives you warmth and
buoyancy and helps you glide through the water. Water temperature and race rules will dictate
whether you can wear a wetsuit.Goggles: Goggles protect your eyes from the chlorine or
saltwater to help you see where you're going during your swim. Find a pair that fits your face and



doesn't leak or fog. Buy a few pairs and pack them in your race bag — you won't want to swim
without these.Bike: The bike is the most expensive and most complicated piece of equipment
you need. If you're in the market for a new bike, visit your local bike shop and share your goals
with a salesperson. If you have a bike in your garage or can borrow one from a friend, bring that
to a bike shop to have it tuned and to be sure it fits you correctly.Helmet: A helmet is an absolute
must-have. Don't ride without one — ever.Other bike accessories: Consider cycling gloves,
cycling shoes, clipless pedals, and sunglasses — for comfort and efficiency, and to increase
your safety.Running shoes: Just as you have shoes for work and shoes for play, maybe shoes for
one outfit and one outfit only, you need shoes just for running. Invest in a good pair of shoes
designed just for running, not cross-training or tennis or basketball. You'll appreciate the
cushioning on your joints and reduce your risk of injuries.In Chapter 3, we provide a
comprehensive list of all your equipment needs — including what to look for when you're
shopping and how much you can expect to spend.With all the equipment options, it's easy to get
overwhelmed and think you need the newest, shiniest, and most aerodynamic equipment you
can find and afford. Not so. The most important factor in finding equipment is fit. You can spend a
bundle on a high-end triathlon bike, but if it doesn't fit your body, you may as well grab yourself a
tricycle.Taking to Your SportWhether you're experienced in one or more of the sports or you're a
long-time athlete who's practiced all three of them, putting them together requires practice and
attention to form.Finding your formEven if you already enjoy each of the sports and are
comfortable racing or training for a single-sport endurance event, when you train for a triathlon,
you'll save energy and improve performance by focusing on the fine points of efficient strokes,
spins, and steps:Swimming: There are five basic steps to an efficient and powerful swim stroke:
hand entry, catch, pull, push, and recovery. In Chapter 5, we provide details on proper form and
body position in the water (complete with illustrations).Cycling: If you remember riding around
your neighborhood as a child, you may be surprised to know that there's a technical aspect to
riding that can make your journey around the block easier and more fun. For more on cycling
mechanics and form, turn to Chapter 6.Running: Most first-time triathletes are anxious about at
least one of the sports. If swimming isn't your fear, odds are, it's running. For tips on staying on
pace with your running, check out Chapter 7.Making time for transitionsThe links between the
three sports in a triathlon are called transitions, and in a triathlon there are two — one from the
swim to the bike (called T1) and another from the ride to the run (called T2). Transitions take
place in a designated area where you'll rack your bike and lay out everything you need for your
event.Getting from your swim onto your bike can take anywhere from 5 minutes to 20,
depending on how well prepared you are before your event and how much you practice going
from one sport to the next.If you follow the training schedules in Chapter 10, you'll put two sports
together before your event, either going from a swim to a bike ride or a ride to a run. You don't
have to train in all three sports in one day, but you'll definitely want to get your muscles used to
going from one sport to the next in dual-sport workouts.On your two-sport training days, you can
set up a transition area to practice placing your gear and getting it on and off quickly and easily.



For transition tips, turn to Chapter 8.Training on a ScheduleYou can train for a triathlon and have
a life. Training for any distance event is a commitment. We can't promise it won't consume your
mind, but we can offer training guidelines so that your time in the water or on the road doesn't
chew up every available minute of your day.In Chapter 10, we offer detailed week-by-week
training schedules for each of the event distances. But before you start following the schedules,
be sure you can comfortably do the first week's training for each sport. If not, spend some time
building your endurance in the sport(s) in which you're weakest.When you have a solid fitness
base, you can train for a Sprint triathlon in as little as four hours a week over a 12-week period.
That's doable.As you increase your event distance, plan to increase the time you spend training
— in some cases, double that time. For example, to prepare for an Olympic distance, you'll want
to allow for eight hours a week for 20 weeks. A Half-Iron will demand at least ten hours a week
for 24 weeks.An Ironman — well, forget what we said about not consuming your life. You will eat,
sleep, and breathe triathlon training for the better part of a year, or at least 30 weeks. Everything
you do, you'll think first, “How will this affect my training?” But by the time you get to the point
where you're ready to compete in an Ironman, you'll be so hooked on triathlons that this will
actually sound good to you!Fueling your body and mindWe believe you can fit triathlon training
into any lifestyle, but you do need to be prepared for it to take hold in areas you didn't expect. To
maintain your energy and your motivation, you'll be making changes to your diet, your sleep
habits, and your way of thinking — and if you're following a plan and staying focused, these
changes will all be overwhelmingly positive.After you begin training, you'll find it easy to identify
those days when you didn't get enough sleep or eat a nutrition-packed meal. Even what you're
thinking can affect your workout that day.As you train, you'll begin to focus on how your body
works, not so much on how it looks. Eat a bagel and drink a cup of coffee for breakfast and then
try to get through a tough swim or an 80-minute bike ride. You'll notice how it affects your
performance — and you'll grab that protein- and carb-rich breakfast and an extra glass of water
the next morning. (For specifics on how to fuel your body with good nutrition and hydration,
check out Chapter 9.)Try this exercise some day while you're training: Tell yourself you're tired,
you can't do this, you'll never make it to the next telephone pole . . . and you won't. If you focus on
bad thoughts, stress, or anger, you'll feel your form fail and your speed slow. Go out and keep
your thoughts on your power, your strength, how good it feels to be moving, and you'll keep
moving. Yep, your mind is that good.Strengthening and stretching your limitsTraining with
weights can help you to build stronger muscles, and the power from your pumped muscles can
improve your overall triathlon performance and reduce your risk of injury. Don't worry — you
don't need to spend hours in a gym. Performing two exercises, twice a week, for each of your
major muscle groups — chest, back, biceps, triceps, core, hamstrings, and quadriceps — can
yield dividends.Treat your working muscles right with some gentle stretches, too. Improving your
flexibility will ease sore muscles, especially in your neck, back, and shoulders after a long bike
ride.In Chapter 11, we give you a quick and easy strength-training and stretching program to
enhance your triathlon training.Looking Forward to This Race, and the Next One, and the Next



One . . .Thinking about how you'll complete your triathlon right now, as you're reading Chapter 1
of Triathlon Training For Dummies, may feel like you're getting ahead of yourself. But visualizing
how you'll perform in your event will have two benefits:It will keep you motivated to get there.It
will help you plan well for your event day.Beyond sticking to your training schedule and making
sure your gear fits and functions properly, preparing for race day by packing well and arriving
early can make a big difference in how smoothly your event goes.Knowing what to expect during
your first raceTo prepare for your triathlon, be sure to review all the information available on your
event's Web site and read Chapter 14 of this book, where you discover what you need to do
when you arrive at your event.Most important of all: Arrive early. Give yourself at least two hours
before your event starts to:Park your car.Unload your equipment.Stage your transition area.Find
out how to get to the water and back to the transition area, how to get in and out of the transition
area, and in what direction you need to go when you're on your bike and starting your run.Get
your wetsuit on, if you're wearing one.Stretch and focus.Thinking about what you'll do nextYes,
we really said it: What's next? If you've accepted the triathlon challenge, be prepared for the
possibility that you'll be hooked. And if you are, it's easy to think bigger, better, faster.Slow down.
Remember to give yourself time to enjoy your accomplishment and accurately assess your
performance. Chapter 15 is filled with great blah-busters to help you overcome any post-race
burnout and helpful tips to get you headed in the right direction for your next event.Chapter 2:
Choosing Your EventIn This ChapterSelecting a race distanceDeciding on an eventPlanning to
travel to a triathlonRegistering for your first raceSetting realistic goalsNow that you've made the
decision to check “Do a triathlon” off your list of goals, you need to get more specific. A triathlon
is made up of three sports — swimming, cycling, and running. That you know. But how far will
you swim, bike, and run? And where and when will you do it?In this chapter, we fill you in on the
five race distances so that you can choose the one that's best for you. We also let you know
about other logistical considerations that go into picking an event — from course type to location
to date.Going the Distance: Knowing Your Race OptionsYour first consideration in selecting an
event should be the distance of the race.When you tell your friends that you're doing a triathlon,
you'll probably get a wide-eyed look or two. Most of them will know right away that a triathlon is a
three-sport event — they know you'll swim, bike, and run. But their only mental images of
triathlons are probably of super-buff athletes dragging themselves across the finish line of an
Ironman — a ridiculous distance.Fortunately for you (and most triathletes), you'll find a calendar
full of four other race distances to tackle: Super Sprint, Sprint, Olympic, and Half-Iron.Triathlon
distances are measured in miles, meters, kilometers, or a combination. Although a 20K bike ride
may sound like a distance you could never ride, 12.5 miles sounds far more doable — and
they're the same thing. When evaluating your race distances, know that 1 kilometer equals
approximately 0.62 mile, so a 5K would be 3.1 miles and a 10K would be 6.2 miles. If your mind
works in miles and your event is measured in kilometers, simply divide the number of kilometers
by 1.61 for the approximate mileage.For an easy way to convert kilometers to miles or miles to
kilometers, go to and type in the search box x kilometers to miles or x miles to kilometers



(replacing the x with the number you want to convert, of course), and then click Search. (You can
do this with meters, feet, or just about any other measurement, too.)Super SprintThe common
Super Sprint distance is, on average, a 402.3m (0.25-mile) swim, 10K (6.2-mile) bike ride, and
2.4K (1.5-mile) run. If you've already done the slightly longer Sprint triathlon, you'll want to allow
at least eight weeks to train for a Super Sprint. If this is your first triathlon, though, allow 12
weeks to train for a Super Sprint.You won't find as many Super Sprints on triathlon calendars as
the other distances, and often the swim leg will take place in a pool instead of open water.The
time to complete this distance ranges from 50 to 90 minutes.If you're nervous about the open-
water swim and just entering a new world of fitness, the Super Sprint may be a good event for
you. You also may choose a Super Sprint distance as a “practice” triathlon for training purposes.
Super Sprints are also great events for those who don't have four or more hours a week to
train.SprintWhen you search for a triathlon on race-calendar sites, you'll find most of the events
will be the popular Sprint distance — an 804.7m (0.5-mile) swim, 19.3K to 25.8K (12- to 16-mile)
cycling leg, and 5K (3.1-mile) run. You'll want to give yourself at least 12 weeks to train for a
Sprint. And once you're ready to go, this event is so popular, you can probably find one for every
weekend of your racing season, depending on how far you can travel — and how intense you
are.Taking a crash course in race cultureRaces in each race distance vary in terms of
competitiveness, athletes' experience, gender, and organization. All these factors make up a
race's culture and can affect how much you enjoy your event. Here are guidelines for
determining a race's culture:Competitiveness: Some events have reputations for drawing elite or
highly competitive athletes, while others are accessible to beginners. The event's Web site can
offer clues as to the type of athlete it attracts. If the site explains each aspect of the event as if it
welcomes those who have never done a triathlon before, it's more likely to draw beginners than a
site filled with jargon and competitive race times.Experience: Super Sprints and Sprints are the
most first-timer friendly events. You won't find many first-time triathletes at an Ironman.Gender:
You can find women-only events, which are especially welcoming to beginners. These races are
usually Sprint distances and are first-timer friendly.Organization: Some races are better
organized than others, with clearly written guidelines and instructions, well-stocked rest areas
and water stops, and plenty of volunteers. Ask other triathletes for their recommendations for
well-run races. The race's Web site may also offer clues as to how well organized the event will
be. Look for Web sites that are clearly laid out and have straightforward links to course
explanations and maps, registration pages, event photos, lodging, and even racer
testimonials.The time to complete this distance ranges from less than one hour for the elite
group, to around one and a half to two hours for the majority of the middle-of-the-pack
triathletes, to over two hours for beginners who are happy to slowly embrace their time out on
the course.Sprint-distance triathlons are great for every triathlete. They give you the endurance
experience without requiring time or training that's not manageable for the average person. You
can do a Sprint triathlon and still find the energy to smile as you walk back to your car. Even if
you have the fitness required for an Olympic-distance event, it's best to start with a Sprint to



learn about transitions, equipment needs, and nutrition and hydration.OlympicAn Olympic
triathlon is the distance sanctioned for the Olympic Games. It's sometimes also referred to as the
“standard” distance, although this event is still not as popular as the Sprint. The first Olympic
triathlon took place at the 2000 Olympic Games, as a 1500m (0.9-mile) swim, 40K (24.9-mile)
bike, and 10K (6.2-mile) run. Plan to give yourself 20 weeks to train for an Olympic-distance
event.The time to complete this distance ranges from 75 to 90 minutes for elite triathletes, to
between two and three hours for the middle-of-the-pack finishers. Some participants are on the
course for four hours.Pacing is the key to the Olympic triathlon because the distance can be
deceiving — it seems only slightly longer than the accessible Sprint distance and acceptably
shorter than the more challenging Half-Iron. But this is no Sprint distance. Be cautious about
your pace during the swim and bike legs to be sure you have energy for the run. And refuel
during the event to keep your energy level high.If you have experience in endurance training —
such as long-distance riding, swimming, or marathon running — you can make an Olympic-
distance your first triathlon. But be sure you can comfortably complete the first week of any
training plan you intend to follow, such as the one in Chapter 11.Half-IronCalling this race half-
anything doesn't do it justice. It's a full challenge, at half the distance of an Ironman. Sign up for
one of these, and you'll be swimming 1.9K (1.2 miles), cycling for 90K (55.9 miles), and running
for 21K (13 miles). But before you do any of that, you'll be training for at least 24 weeks.The time
to complete this distance is upwards of five hours, with the cutoff time being eight and a half
hours. If you haven't reached a certain point in the course by a designated time, the race
organizers will most likely pick you up in what's called a sag wagon or a sweep truck. There's no
shame in the sag wagon. Take the ride if you need it — it's for your safety and health.Don't
approach this distance half-heartedly. Plan to devote much of your free time to training.You'll
need to refuel with some combination of gels, energy bars, sports drinks, and food to make it
through this race, regardless of your conditioning. Visit the race Web site before your event and
research where the fueling stations are positioned on the course and what they'll serve. Train
with an eye on these fueling-station distances and options so that you'll be prepared — or plan
to bring your own favorite fuel source.If you're working your way toward an Ironman, you most
definitely need to spend some time with the Half-Iron. Still, don't start here. This is not a first-
triathlon kind of event, regardless of your fitness level and experience.IronmanIf you got nervous
reading about the Half-Iron and thinking about being on the course for eight hours or more,
running your body toward empty, or being swept into a truck somewhere just past Mile 63, get
your armor on.The Ironman is the event that causes your friends' jaws to drop when you tell them
you're training for a triathlon. The event has earned a reputation so stunning that every triathlete
gets to bask in its glory, even if you aren't training for the actual 140-plus-mile event.Yes, 140-
plus miles. It's a number that's hard to wrap your head around. The Ironman is 3.8K (2.4 miles) in
the water, 180K (111.9 miles) on a bike, and 42.2K (26.2 miles) running — each event's golden
mileage. Swimmers aspire to passing that 2-mile mark, cyclists strive for the century (100 miles),
and runners reach for the marathon (26.2 miles). Now, put them all together, and you have the



Ironman. The Ironman is the Mount Everest of triathlons, the event just about all serious
triathletes aspire to, whether they admit it or not.You'll need a few Half-Irons under your race belt
before you can think of doubling the distance for an Ironman. And you'll need 30 weeks, at least,
of training time. You'll also need to register far in advance (possibly a year, depending on your
event), and you may need to qualify by offering proof that you've successfully completed other
triathlon races.An Ironman requires your full commitment — mentally, physically, and socially. In
fact, the name is all wrong. It should be Ironmen or Ironfamily or Ironfriends. Because everyone
you know will need to be along for the miles on this one. You'll need support from your friends,
family, coworkers, boss, neighbors, mail carrier. . . . Well, maybe not the mail carrier, but don't
rule it out!An Ironman is not a distance you can conquer without logging the training hours. Even
the race itself requires you to commit at least four days to it. You can't just show up that morning
as you might for a Sprint distance, complete the race, and go home. You'll need to attend pre-
race events and workshops; you'll want to scout the course, swim in the water, and attend all the
mandatory safety meetings. And you'll likely have to travel to get to the event — there aren't as
many Ironman events as there are Sprints.An Ironman should not, never, no way be a triathlete's
first event.Checking Your CalendarAfter you've selected your distance, you need to make sure
you give yourself ample time to train. For example, if you decide on a Sprint event and find a
local race that's 6 weeks away, consider how far along you are in your training schedule,
because you'll need at least 12 weeks to train adequately for a Sprint triathlon. Start searching
race calendars at last three months out from today's date. If today's date finds you comfortably
on the couch without a solid fitness base, add another two to three months to that
schedule.Here are some other things to consider when you're checking your calendar:Weather:
Remember to consider the weather where you live. For example, if it's January and your aim is to
get started right away training for a July Sprint, you may need access to a gym, fitness center, or
at-home equipment.Travel: If it's already July, and you were inspired by a local triathlon in your
area and you're eager to get started, consider when you'll be ready for your first event —
anywhere from October to December. Depending on where you live, you'll be meeting up with
the end of triathlon season, which coincides with warm-weather months, and you may have to
travel for your event.If you find yourself a year away from your event, get started now anyway,
building your strength and fitness and perfecting your form. When you're 12 weeks out from
event day, you'll be ready to enter your training season strong.Family: Also consider your family's
schedule and your work commitments before deciding on an event. If you're studying for finals,
don't cram for a triathlon, too. If your family is growing or your job is changing, a certain amount
of miles spent on fitness can be a great stress reliever — too much, though, can add undue
stress. Postpone your event, if you have to.Getting into many of the most popular events is a little
like getting a ticket to the hottest concert of the summer. Okay, so you won't have to sleep out on
the sidewalk all night for nosebleed seats, but you will have to act fast or risk being shut out. If
the event has an e-mail list, get on it. You'll receive an e-mail when registration opens — be sure
to sign up right away.Considering the CourseAfter you've picked your distance, it's time to



consider the course. No two triathlons are the same — even if they're the same distance. The
body of water or the height of the hills can make a huge difference in how you train for and
compete in your event. Before you fall in love with a location, think about what kind of course you
can handle.Going with the flow in a lake, ocean, or riverMany people choose a triathlon based
on what type of water the swim is in. In an ocean swim, you have to deal with the tide, waves,
and saltwater. In a lake, depending on the size, you also may experience large waves and strong
currents, both of which add to the difficulty of your swim leg. If you're swimming in a river, you
can find yourself swimming against a strong current, which certainly will be more tiring than
swimming in a calm pool or placid lake.If thoughts of the swim cause you anxiety, look for a first
race in which the swim is in a pool or in a small body of water, such as a small lake or the bay of
an ocean.If your event choices will have you swimming in an ocean, a vast lake, or anything but
a lazy river, don't panic — practice. Work open-water swims into your training schedule. After
you're used to breaking through the waves or pushing against a current (or, better yet, letting a
current carry you along), you'll feel more confident on race day.Race organizers will monitor the
water conditions. If strong currents or rip tides make swimming difficult or dangerous, they'll
postpone or cancel the event.Striving for peak performanceKnowing the height and frequency of
hills on your course is as important as knowing the size of the waves or strength of the
current.Check an event's Web site for course details. Often, you'll find a map of the course
showing the elevation or height in feet of each of the climbs.If you can find only directions along
the route or a map of the course itself, use a tool such as to map the course and track the feet
you'll climb and over how much mileage.Some runners or cyclists excel on the long, slow climbs;
others are strongest on the steep hills. Know what you're facing and train on hills to mimic what
you'll find on your race course. If your event is local or close enough for a day trip, you can do
some pre-race reconnaissance and get a feel for the terrain.If looming peaks scare you, find
yourself a pancake-flat course — they're out there.Planes, Trains, and Automobiles: Traveling to
Your EventYou may get lucky enough to roll out of bed and onto your race course — especially if
you're doing a Sprint, Super Sprint, or even an Olympic distance. It's more likely, though, that
you'll have to travel for your event, especially if it's a Half-Iron or an Ironman. In fact, travel for
these distances is often part of the fun. Would you rather cover 140 miles in your own area, or
along the beach of a tropical island or other exotic locale?For the longer distances, you may
even want to choose an international event. You can find Ironman races all over the world,
including throughout the United States, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Malaysia, South
Africa, Brazil, the Canary Islands, and China.Doing a simple Internet search on your race
distance and your locations of choice will yield hours' worth of leads. Take your time to evaluate
the courses and the cultures of the races. Post to event forums or triathlon discussion boards, or
ask friends or fellow triathletes to recommend an event.For your first event, we recommend you
stay as close to home as possible. Logistically, having nothing to worry about but loading your
car will give you more energy to focus on your triathlon. After you've experienced all there is to
navigate at a triathlon (finding your way around, getting your gear to and from the transition area,



picking up your race packet, convincing a pack of friends to follow and cheer for you), you can
expand your comfort zone — and your time zone.If do end up traveling for your event, think
ahead and have a contingency plan for forgotten gear or lost luggage as you would for any travel
plans.Create a spreadsheet detailing all the costs associated with traveling to your triathlon. You
can end up spending as much money as you'd spend on a vacation, which is great — as long as
you're exhilarated (as many triathletes are) by the thought of spending your vacation swimming,
biking, and running to the point of exhaustion.In the following sections, we offer tips for getting
yourself and your gear to your event, as well as factoring in the costs associated with traveling
for a triathlon.Getting yourself thereWhen you're calculating your costs for travel to your
destination, be sure to consider the following, depending on how you plan to get to your
event:Air or rail fareExtra luggage expenses for your equipmentCar rentalGasTollsMeals and
snacksForgotten incidentals (toothpaste, water bottles, sports drinks, socks, and so on)Parking
at the airport, train station, or hotelTipsInternet access (so that you can share your success with
your friends and family)Local maps, if necessaryGetting your gear thereYour bulkiest piece of
equipment is also your most important — your bike. You can ship your bike ahead of time or take
it with you on the train or plane:Shipping your bike: If you ship your bike, you'll be without it for at
least a week before and after your event. To ship your bike, visit your local bike store and ask for
assistance. Shipping your bike requires that you remove the wheels, pedals, and aero bars (if
you're using them), and protect your frame and your fork.Find someone experienced in packing
bikes instead of trying to do it yourself — especially for your first time; otherwise, you risk
damaging your bike. Your event organizer can help you locate a local bike shop in the area
where you'll participate in your event. Larger events will even have a system in place to help you
get your bike to the event. Check your event's Web site.Give yourself enough time to allow for
shipping so that you don't have to pay an extra fee to get it there overnight. Also, consider
insuring your shipment and make sure you have a way to track your package.Taking it with you:
You have to pay an extra fee to transport your bike on a plane. You also have to plan for how
you'll get it to the terminal. A bike shipping box can be bulky and unwieldy, especially if it doesn't
have wheels or a handle. You'll need to locate a cart or other means to wheel your bike (without
benefit of its own wheels) to the check-in point.If you're traveling by train, certain train lines will
allow you to wheel your bike (unboxed) right onto a designated area of the train. Check your train
line's Web site for requirements, and plan to bring tools and bungee cords in case you need to
secure your bike or remove pedals.Regardless of how you plan to get your bike to your event,
unless you're rolling it onto a train with you, you'll need a bike box. These boxes are sized
correctly for bicycles and are available in cardboard for around $50 or in plastic for as much as
$500.Trains and airlines sometimes have boxes available for you to use to pack your bike into
when you arrive, but we don't recommend this option, because you'll have to worry about
bringing tools to disassemble and reassemble your bike and stuff it into a box that may not fit it
well.Be sure to have your bike tuned before shipping. Mark your seat position by putting a piece
of tape on the seat post. And be sure to clearly write your name and address on the bike box.



Consider also adding a piece of tape with the same information or a phone number on your bike
itself.You may want to consider renting a bike or other equipment for your event if you're
traveling. Bike shops offer bike rentals from $50 a day to more than $150 a day. The advantage
is that you can get a better bike than you have at home. If this is your first triathlon, though, you'll
lose the comfortable fit and feel of the bike you trained on throughout the season.Eating and
sleeping away from homeDepending on where you go and where you're coming from, you can
be crossing time zones to get to your triathlon. It's hard enough to sleep the night before your
first event as it is. Throw in a transcontinental red-eye flight, and you can find yourself at the race
start with less sleep than the time it will take you to complete your event.Only you know how you
do with time changes. But add the dehydrating effects of air travel, and you can feel tired before
you even begin. If you don't adjust well, don't arrive the day before your event and expect to be
rested and ready. Give yourself extra time to adjust to the time change or stay closer to
home.You may also have to battle food differences. Different cuisines can wreak havoc on your
digestive system. Try to stick to foods you know.If you travel far from home, you may be leaving
behind your cheering section. Be sure you're up to starting and finishing without
them.Weathering the heat or coldIf you're traveling for your event, the climate and water
temperature may be different from what you're used to training in. Check the weather so that you
can pack appropriately, adding a wetsuit to your gear bag if the water is colder than you're used
to, and tossing in arm warmers or another layer for the bike portion to keep you warm after your
swim.Traveling to a warmer climate can be harder to adjust to than a colder climate. Even with
lightweight clothing, you'll need more fluids, and you'll have to avoid going out too hard and risk
overheating.On the other hand, the swim leg that made you anxious during training can be the
leg you look forward to most in a warmer climate. And it won't hurt to jump back into the water at
the end of your event.Registering for Your EventAfter you know when and where your triathlon
will be held, and how long it'll be, you can register for your event. Race registrations cost
anywhere from $75 to as much $500 (for an Ironman).Register as soon as possible after you
decide on your event, and consider booking any travel arrangements or hotel accommodations
early. Because some races close out within hours after opening for registration, have a second-
choice race in mind so that you can avoid being disappointed when you don't get into the race
you had your heart set on.All races max out at a certain number of participants, and that number
depends on the race location. Talk to other triathletes to find out which races are more popular to
get an idea how early you need to register. Sometimes the less popular races are better for first-
timers, because they're less competitive and lower key, and they usually don't have a large
number of participants.To register for an event, you'll need to supply the following:Your name,
address, and age on race dayEmergency-contact information of someone who will be with you
at the event or will be nearbyYour USA Triathlon number, if you have one (see the “Becoming a
USA Triathlon member” sidebar, for more information)The registration form may also have an
option to check off if you're a first-timer, especially if the event is a Sprint distance. If you enter as
a first-timer, for many events, you can't win an award in your age group because you're grouped



with all the first-timers. If you're competitive and believe you have a true shot of placing in your
age group, register as an age-group participant and not as a first-timer.Aside from age-group
categories, many races have groups for Clydesdales (men who weigh more than 200 pounds)
and for Athenas (women who weigh more than 150 pounds). Within these categories are two
age groups — 39 and younger and a masters' division of 40 and older.When you register online,
you'll receive an e-mail confirmation and can go online to check the race Web site to find out
how many other participants are registered and how many are in your age group.Event
organizers generally have a no-refund and no-transfer policy. If you can't make the event, you
won't get your money back. And you can't give your spot to someone else.Becoming a USA
Triathlon memberUSA Triathlon (USAT) is the sanctioning body for triathlons and duathlons (two-
sport events). It's a membership-based organization, offering registration discounts to its
members for all USAT-sanctioned events. The USAT also ranks members who compete in
sanctioned events.If you hope to become a competitive triathlete, you'll want to join the USAT to
take advantage of the ranking program and to save money on your race registrations. You'll also
receive a USAT sticker, the organization's quarterly magazine, discounts on triathlon gear, travel
incentives, and discounts for events. Basic adult membership costs $39 per year as of this
writing; kids 17 and under can join for just $5 per year.If you're not concerned about your overall
standing among other triathletes, know that events that do not have a USAT sanction can be
organized just as well as sanctioned events. Don't make your event decision based solely on
event sanctioning.For more information on USAT, go to , call 719-955-2807, or e-mail
membership@usatriathlon.org.Chapter 3: Gearing Up with the Right EquipmentIn This
ChapterFinding the right swimsuit, goggles, and swim capSelecting the best bike for
youShopping for pedals, shoes, cycling clothes, and accessoriesSizing up your running-shoe
optionsTriathletes might be eclipsed only by race-car drivers in their desire to compete using the
fastest, most aerodynamic, and shiniest gear. Although you'd be hard-pressed to win the Indy
500 in a standard-equipment, off-the-lot hybrid, you can participate respectably in triathlons
without burning through the equity in your home.Still, we are talking three sports — so you do
need some equipment. In this chapter, we get you geared up for your triathlon — telling you what
you need to get started, giving you a list of the basics you need to train and to race, sharing
insight into what to borrow and what you shouldn't bother to buy, and telling you where to
splurge and where to save — all with an eye on your event goals and your bank account.The
gear doesn't make the athlete — the training makes the athlete. Donna has been living this
mantra since arriving in college on a tennis scholarship. In her gym shorts and worn sneakers,
she played next to players sporting hundreds of dollars worth of shoes and racquets who
couldn't get the ball over the net. Just the same, you can participate in a triathlon in the bathing
suit you have, on the bike in your garage, and in your favorite pair of running shoes.Still worried?
Okay, then, we pare down the products to just the essentials, all designed to do two things — get
you there and have you convinced you look like you belong.Saving money on equipmentThe
good news is triathletes do love gear. And they want the latest and lightest — so finding a gently



used bike or other training equipment can be easy to do if you know where to look.Expensive
items such as bikes, cycling equipment, and wetsuits are your best bets for savings. If someone
has posted a link to his low-mileage running shoes, garaged in the winter weather, take a pass
and go for new.And if even the thought of wearing someone else's running shoes sends you
sprinting, then stop for a second and think about who's been in that wetsuit before you. If
wetsuits aren't properly rinsed in clean water after every use, they can take on what is
affectionately known as the owner's “funk.”If you're comfortable with a used wetsuit, give it a
shot. Or if you have a friend or family member you're really close to — really — try out her
suit.This leaves you looking for the most costly equipment — bikes — and it's the place where
you can save the most. Spend time trying new bikes at a reputable local bike shop so that you
know what type of bike you're most comfortable riding or what size frame fits you best.When
making a purchase, avoid the second-hand sporting-good stores and pawnshops and go right to
the source — the athletes. Visit your local cycling store or contact a cycling club or triathlon club
and ask around.Reaching out to friends or family is even better than buying second-hand from a
stranger. Chances are, you know someone who has a bike in the garage eager to be taken off
the hooks and out for a spin.Borrowing from friends or family has the added advantage of
creating a free trial period. Try out the gear. When you fall in love with the sport (and most likely,
you will) and you're ready to commit to a new bike or a wetsuit, you'll know what you like and
what you want.Shopping online for new gear can offer significant savings, too. Still, before you
buy online, visit a reputable local shop that specializes in triathlons or in each of the three sports.
Fit is important for all your gear, so find out first what fits best. It won't matter how much money
you saved on your equipment if you can't use it.Selecting Comfort FirstEvery triathlete needs
three essential pieces of equipment: a bathing suit, a bike, and running shoes. Beyond that,
everything else is about comfort and attempting to improve performance. If your basics aren't
comfortable and don't fit correctly, nothing else you add — regardless of high-performance
promises — will matter.So, start with good fit. Only you can decide what feels good. And the best
way to determine this is to try on your training clothes and wear them while training.If your
bathing suit doesn't fit, it will rub and chafe, distract you with its falling straps, and create drag,
which will slow you down in the water. If your bike doesn't fit, your pedal strokes will be
inefficient, you'll waste energy, and you may injure yourself and get off the saddle with aches in
your back, knees, or worse. If your running shoes don't fit, you'll be nursing blisters, at a
minimum, and possibly dealing with shin splits or knee and back pain. And you won't want to
train if you're hurting before you even get started.Take the time to try on your training clothes and
move around in them. Then take them to the water and to the roads.The day of your event is not
the time to try a wetsuit or clipless cycling pedals for the first time. So, if you want a stronger
pedal stroke and more efficiency on race day, get a wetsuit or lock into your pedals and start
practicing now.You'll have the best experience on race day if you're not tending to blisters or raw
skin. Don't buy new equipment right before your event date. You need time to break it in and get
comfortable with it or in it.Suiting Up: Knowing What Equipment You Need for



SwimmingChoosing a swimsuit isn't as simple as throwing on the one you wore on vacation in
Florida last year. You need to choose a true racing suit, one that's meant to help you move
through the water fast. As important as a good suit are goggles and swim caps. In this section,
we fill you in on how to choose a suit (and cover the various types of suits available, including
wetsuits), as well as what to look for in goggles and caps.Hang on to your old swimsuits and
even those board shorts. For a challenging workout, put on board shorts or wear two or three
slightly worn-out one-piece bathing suits and swim. The loose fit of the shorts or the additional
weight of the suits creates drag, making it harder to cut through the water. You'll have to swim
harder — like a hill workout for the pool. You can buy drag suits for the same effect.Think
everyone at your triathlon will be sporting a fit physique? Not so. You'll see bodies in every shape
and size. In fact, you may be hard-pressed to pick a first-time triathlete out of a lineup of nine
couch potatoes and one non-elite participant. In a typical triathlon of 300 participants, you'll find
very few elite athletes. So, that leaves the majority of participants feeling just like you. They're all
getting into bathing suits of some type. And they're all athletes — including you. So grab your
suit, leave your fears on the sand or pool deck, and take the plunge.Selecting a suitTriathletes
swim in bathing suits designed specifically for the sport, not for lounging or sunbathing. Sport
suits are made of snug fitting nylon materials with plenty of Lycra or spandex and generally are
treated to resist the harsh chlorine of pools in which you'll most likely train.Anything that prevents
you from cutting through the water smoothly, such as a suit that doesn't fit closely to your body,
decreases your hydrodynamics (efficiency in the water) and slows you down.You'll likely wear
one kind of suit for training, and another kind of suit for the triathlon itself. In the following
sections, we cover both. We also fill you in on wetsuits — when to wear one, when not to wear
one, and how to find one that fits.Training suitsFemale triathletes generally choose one-piece
sport suits, called racing suits, for training. Suits are available with racerback styling or T-backs
with thin or thick straps, designed to fit a variety of women's shapes. Try on many suits to find the
fit that works best for your body type.Look for flat seams and locked stitches at the shoulders
and around the legs for comfort and to prevent chafing or binding.When selecting a suit, opt for
a snug fit. When the suit gets wet, the fabric stretches slightly. If your suit fits loosely when dry,
you can count on uncomfortable sagging during your swim.Suits for women range in price from
$50 to $80 at your local swimming-supply store, but when you know your fit, you can get a good-
quality swimsuit for as little as $20 at online sources such as SwimOutlet.com ().Most male
triathletes prefer jammers, suits that come to the knees. Jammers provide the added benefit of
keeping muscles warm for improved performance for your longer swims. You can find Jammers
for around $45.Traditional racing suits, or bikini briefs, are also an option. You'll find briefs in the
$25 to $35 price range.If you normally take to the surf in your favorite board shorts, test a bathing
suit with a slimmer fit for a more efficient swim. Baggy suits slow you down — after a while,
swimming laps in board shorts can begin to feel as if you're dragging a piano behind
you.Triathlon suits: Traditional versus multi-sportAfter you have your suit for training, it's time to
consider what you'll wear at the event. What you wear in the water on event day will be what



you'll wear for the entire event (the bike and run, too), so make sure it's comfortable.You have
two main options: traditional sport suits and multi-sport suits (also called tri suits).Traditional
suitsA traditional suit is the same kind of racing suit that we describe in the “Training suits”
section earlier. It's a basic racing swimsuit, not specifically geared toward competing in
triathlons. You can wear a traditional sport suit during a Super Sprint–, Sprint-, or even an
Olympic-distance triathlon.If you think you may want to compete in a traditional suit, be sure to
simulate how the suit will feel when it's wet and you're transitioning from the swim to the bike and
run. On one of your training days, immediately after your swim, get on your bike and ride a short
distance to see if you'll be comfortable on the bike. Riding without padding in your shorts,
especially if your bathing suit seams rub against your body, can be painful.During your event,
you can slip on a pair of bike shorts, but remember, when you're wet, they won't just slide on.
And the chamois in the shorts will absorb the water in your bathing suit, leaving you feeling like
you're riding and running in a wet diaper.If you choose to wear a traditional bathing suit and will
pull on cycling shorts after the swim, use some Body Glide or other lubricant at the seams to
prevent blisters or chafing. Still, pulling cycling shorts over wet skin is difficult and will cost you
time in your transitions.Multi-sport or tri suitsBecause of the difficulty of pulling on cycling shorts
over a wet suit, many triathletes choose a multi-sport suit, or tri suit. Tri suits (see Figure 3-1),
available in one or two pieces, pack all the features of a bathing suit, bike shorts, and running
gear into one efficient outfit, eliminating awkward and time-consuming transition changes.Tri
suits wick water from your body and dry quickly, keeping you comfortable. In addition to the
efficiency at transitions, tri suits offer a little more coverage and a snug, compression fit with
varying leg lengths. And, let's face it, if you're like us and most triathletes, you're not eager to
take all your uncovered parts bumping and jiggling along on a bike or run. The flat-stitched
seams of a tri suit can also help to prevent chafing. A tri suit with a compression fit can also
increase blood flow, bringing more oxygen to your muscles to decrease fatigueFigure 3-1: Tri
suits are available in one or two pieces and are made with quick-drying, wicking fabric with thin
chamois padding in the shorts for comfort on the bike leg of your event.Courtesy of De Soto
Triathlon CompanyThe shorts on tri suits are longer in the leg than a traditional bathing suit,
eliminating the rough elastic seams exactly where you don't need them on the bike. And the
shorts have a built-in, lightweight (lighter than traditional bike shorts) chamois, which is padding
just where you need it when riding, for added comfort on the bike; the chamois isn't so thick that
it will be uncomfortable for the run.Tri suits are more expensive than traditional racing suits,
ranging from $60 to $100 for bottoms and $40 to $80 for tops or $200 for a one-piece suit. Fit is
essential — you want a suit that's snug but not tight. Visit a swimming-supply or sports shop that
caters to triathletes to try on a suit.Some women prefer the two-piece tri suits to the one-piece,
because they're easier to manage on the last-minute bathroom breaks before the start time. But
many women choose one-piece suits which cover their midsections. Women may also want to
consider adding the extra support of sports bras under their suits for dual-sport training days and
for the event.A man can choose to wear a tri suit bottom during the swim and add a tri suit top or



cycling shirt at the transition to the bike leg, but a one-piece suit (or wearing the top of a two-
piece suit during a swim) saves time at the transition to the bike.When you're shopping for a tri
suit, look for the following:Smooth, flat seamsA comfortable, non-binding (but supportive), snug
fitLightweight, easy-to-use zippers for one-piece suitsLightweight, quick-drying chamois in the
shortsQuick-dry, wicking fabrics with a blend of Lycra and spandex, or a Teflon coating to
increase hydrodynamicsSmall pockets in which you can place energy foods at the transition to
the bike. Choose pockets with zippers. During the swim, close the zippers to prevent the pockets
from filling with water.Caring for your suitTraditional racing suits and tri suits are made of highly
technical, manufactured fabrics that require special care to maintain the fabrics' performance.
Harsh detergents can damage the fabrics' wicking and quick-dry properties. Here are some tips
for caring for your suits to ensure they maintain their fit and function:Follow any manufacturer's
care instructions on your suit.Rinse your suit in fresh water as soon after a swim as possible.Use
only a small amount of laundry soap free of bleach, fabric softener, and scents, or choose a
product specifically made for high-tech fabrics.Do not twist or wring your suit.Hang your suit to
air dry, and then lay it flat after it's dry.You'll want to train in your tri suit, but don't wear it for every
training session. It's not designed for repeated dunking in a chlorinated pool, and the chamois
won't hold up to repeated long-distance rides.You won't be able to change clothing in transition
areas — triathlon organizers don't welcome exhibitionists. (In fact, many event organizers require
that men wear shirts on the bike and run legs.) At best, you can remove a wetsuit or add shorts
over a bathing suit. In other words, the clothes you'll start in are the clothes you'll finish in, so
make sure they're the right ones by training in them a number of times.WetsuitsFor some
beginners and even seasoned swimmers, wetsuits are the security blankets of triathlons. A
wetsuit is a one- or two-piece, body-fitting suit made from neoprene rubber. Available with
various leg and sleeve lengths, a wetsuit keeps you warm in the water by allowing a little water to
enter between your body and the suit, which warms to your body temperature and becomes a
layer of insulation.Wetsuits also bring added benefits:Buoyancy: A wetsuit raises you higher in
the water and enhances your ability to float.Efficiency: The buoyancy of a suit better positions
your body, so you swim faster using the same energy or save energy while swimming at your
race pace, saving you some steam for your bike and run.Security: When you get used to the feel
of a wetsuit, it can provide a sense of comfort as you enter the swim leg. So, if an open-water
swim scares you — and it does many first-timers — consider wearing a wetsuit.Glide: Wetsuits
create a smooth and silky form, decreasing drag and increasing speed.So, if wetsuits keep you
warm and help to keep you afloat, why wouldn't you always want to wear one? Well, you have to
get it on (no easy feat). You have to keep it on (not always pleasant). Then you have to take it off
— quickly. What time you gain in the water, you may lose in your transition times.Wetsuits can be
expensive, too, running anywhere from $200 to $600. Surf wetsuits can be less expensive but
are designed for warmth not buoyancy, so what you gain in costs savings you lose in energy
savings.Surf suits are designed to accommodate a paddling motion, not an efficient stroke, and
the surf-suit material is tougher to hold up to friction on the board, reducing your smoothness



and increasing risk of chafing.Depending on your event location and the water temperature,
event organizers may prohibit wetsuits (to prevent you from getting too warm) or may require
wetsuits. Check with the organizer or visit the event's Web site before race day. Generally, if the
water temperature is above 78°F (26°C), you won't be eligible to win awards if you're wearing a
wetsuit, and if the temperature is above 84° (29°C), the event organizer may prohibit
wetsuits.Shopping for a wetsuitWhen you're shopping for a wetsuit, look for the
following:Construction: Choose a suit designed for swimming, not surfing, scuba diving or water
skiing. Look for a wetsuit that features varied thickness around the arms and legs for maximum
comfort, flexibility, and range of motion. Suits designed specifically for triathlons will have the
thickest neoprene in the legs for maximum buoyancy.Fit: Choose a suit that is snug but does not
constrict your movement, especially in your shoulders. A poorly fitting wetsuit can cause your
shoulders to tire or your back to ache.Smooth seams: Stitching should be concealed and
smooth to prevent chafing.Accessibility: Look for features — such as a smooth, lightweight, easy-
to-release zipper — that make your suit easy to get on and off.There are numerous types of
wetsuits available (see Figure 3-2):Full: Features long sleeves and full-length legs in a one-piece
suit, designed to keep swimmers warm in waters ranging from 50°F to 66°F (10°C–
19°C).Sleeveless: Allows more flexibility in the arms and shoulders than a full suit and is suitable
in water temperatures from 66°F to the upper 70s (19°C–26°C).Figure 3-2: Wetsuits come with
sleeves and pants of various lengths for different water temperatures.Courtesy of De Soto
Triathlon CompanyTwo-piece: Provides flexibility in fit with a separate top and pants of various
lengths, reducing the possibility of shoulder fatigue that sometimes comes from the limited reach
created by a one-piece suit. Two-piece wetsuits also may be easier than full suits to get on and
off.Spring suit: Offers buoyancy without too much warmth. Best for temperatures above 76°F
(24°C) because a spring suit features short sleeves or no sleeves, and pants to the knee.Trying
on a wetsuitThe first step to consider when trying on a wetsuit for fit is what you'll be wearing
under your suit.During your event, you'll have to peel off your wetsuit and jump on your bike, so
many triathletes choose to wear tri suits under their wetsuits. At a minimum, you'll need a bathing
suit.You'll start with your legs when pulling on a one-piece wetsuit, and this will be easiest if you
sit down. Be careful where you sit. Sharp objects — or stones and gravel if you're outside at your
event — can tear the fabric of your suit. And be careful of long fingernails, which can rip the
suit.Just like pants, you start with the feet first. Keeping your socks on will help you to pull the suit
over your feet. Point your toes and slip one foot through one leg and then the other foot through
the other leg. When your feet are in, stand up and pull the suit over one calf and then the other
calf. Then pull your suit up to one thigh and then up to the thigh on the other leg. Proceed slowly
and don't yank your suit from the waist. Continue to pull your suit over your buttocks to your
waist.Next, put on one sleeve at a time. Slide one arm into one sleeve and then the other arm
into the other sleeve. Pull the wetsuit up over one shoulder and then the other shoulder, and
adjust your suit until the crotch is properly in place.Ideally, you should be able to zip the wetsuit
yourself. Make sure the wetsuit is pulled up and back on your shoulders before trying to zip it. A



wetsuit comes with a zip line that you can grab and pull up over your head to pull the zipper to
the top. After it's zipped, secure the neck closure (it's usually Velcro) to prevent the zipper from
opening.Expect to spend about ten minutes getting into your suit. (Fortunately, when you put
your suit on for the event, you do so before the event starts!) Be sure to head to the restrooms
first, and then allow plenty of time to stuff yourself into your suit.Body Glide or other lubricating
product specifically designed for wetsuits can help make the process of getting your wetsuit on
and off a little easier. Use a small amount of the product around your neck, wrists, and ankles.
Putting socks on your feet as you pull on the pants of your suit can help prevent snags. Take off
the socks after you have finished putting on the suit.Knowing if a wetsuit fitsWetsuit sizes are
determined by height and weight, and a wetsuit should fit you like a second skin — feeling snug
but not restricting your movement or feeling so tight around your chest that it compromises your
ability to breathe. When you try on a suit, you'll notice it feels hot and uncomfortable out of the
water. Don't worry; it's supposed to feel that way. A wetsuit expands slightly when it gets wet, so
it'll feel slightly more comfortable in the water.And don't be surprised if your wetsuit looks even
worse on you than it feels. Wetsuits compress your body in all the wrong places, but it's likely
that you'll get so attached to yours and all its buoyancy and warmth, you won't care much.A suit
that fits you properly hasNo loose spots or gaps.A comfortable but not restrictive fit in the crotch.
Move your arms above your head and try your swimming strokes to ensure the suit doesn't pull.
If you feel a slight resistance, the wetsuit fits. If you don't notice any resistance, the wetsuit is too
big, and too much resistance means the suit is too small.A zipper that's hard to zip but not
impossible to zip by yourself.Before your event, wear your suit during a training swim or two.
Practice taking it off. Think about what you'll do if you can't get if off quickly enough for that last
bathroom break before your wave is called to swim. And know that everyone else is thinking the
same thing.The eyes have it: Finding the best gogglesSure, you can swim without goggles . . . if
you don't mind swimming blind. Goggles are a must-have, both for your swim training and for the
event, and the only way to find a pair that works for you is through trial and error. Goggles are
one of your cheapest pieces of equipment, but they can be one of the most frustrating to get just
right. Why? Because you can't tell if your goggles will leak, fog, or fall off as you dive in until you
try them in the water.Goggles protect your eyes from chlorinated pool waters or the saltwater of
an open-water swim, and they allow you to see better in the water. Seeing better isn't a luxury —
it's a necessity. If you can't see well during your swim, you won't be able to spot the buoys to stay
on course.Goggles are made of lightweight plastic. Each eyepiece on a pair of goggles features
a foam, rubber, or gel cushion to create a watertight seal between the goggle and your ocular
bone (the bone around your eye) to prevent leaking. Still, even with the seal, goggles can leak,
fog, or just fall off.You'll find many sizes and styles of goggles, but they all fall into one of two
main categories:Traditional goggles or race goggles (shown in Figure 3-3) cover each of your
eye sockets individually and sit close to your eye. Race goggles come in a variety of styles, but
they're all small, light, and low in profile to reduce drag. Lens sizes vary, with some offering better
visibility than others. The amount of gel or rubber around the lens varies as well; less rubber



means less drag but also less comfort. Race goggles are inexpensive, starting at only
$6.Triathlon masks (shown in Figure 3-3) cover your entire eye area, including the bridge of your
nose. Triathlon swim masks are larger than goggles but not as big as a scuba mask. The size
makes them more comfortable to wear and offers better peripheral vision, allowing you to easily
see other swimmers and buoys, and some triathletes find they leak and fog less than traditional
goggles. Masks cost around $12 to $35.Figure 3-3: Traditional goggles or race goggles, center,
are available in a variety of sizes and cover each of your eye sockets individually. Swim masks,
right and left, are larger than goggles and cover the entire eye area and the bridge of the
nose.Photo by Ed PagliariniRegardless of the type of goggles you choose, look for:Easily
adjustable head straps: Goggles head straps adjust at the temple to give you a snug fit. Goggles
in the $25 to $30 price range feature an easily adjustable buckle system with one strap. Goggles
with double straps have an S-bracket type of adjustment. To adjust the strap for the best fit, you
need to pull the straps to lengthen or shorten them.Tinted lenses or the option to change out
lenses depending on weather conditions: Not sure which tint is best? Here's a quick guide to
selecting tinted lenses:• Clear: Good for indoor pool use or on overcast days.• Yellow, amber, or
red: Improves visibility on overcast days.• Blue: Best for early mornings or evenings.• Gray: Best
for sunny days.• Mirrored: Reduces glare on bright-light days.UV protection: Choose goggles
with UVA and UVB protection to shield your eyes from the sun's rays during open-water swims.
UV rays can cause eye injuries, including cataracts, pterygium, macular degeneration, and
sunburn to skin around the eyes.Anti-fog lenses: Manufacturers apply coatings to the lenses of
goggles to help prevent mist from covering the insides of the lenses and blocking vision.
Remember: Even with anti-fog coatings, you may find your lenses will still fog on occasion.You
can find anti-fog solutions to apply to your goggles if they didn't come with an anti-fog coating.
The solution can prevent your goggles lenses from getting cloudy, but they don't work any better
than a little spit. Take off your goggles and dip them in the water. Add some saliva to your finger
or spit on the lenses and rub it in. Use this trick every time you get in the water.Scratch-resistant
lenses: Even tiny scratches to your lenses can affect visibility. Look for goggles that feature a
coating to prevent scratches.Different or adjustable nose bridges: If you have a broad nose
bridge, you'll want to use goggles with a wide setting between the lenses. Look for traditional
goggles that come with adjustable or different widths of nose bridges. You can install them by
using the supplied Allen wrench to loosen the tiny screws in the rubber around the lenses,
removing the existing bridge, inserting the new bridge, and retightening the screws. Swim
goggles made of silicone rubber stretch slightly for comfort around the bridge of your
nose.Prescription lenses (if you need them): Some goggles can be fitted with lenses to match
your prescription for improved visibility. Some brands allow press-on prescription lenses to
adhere to the goggles lenses.Gel or padding where the goggles frame your eye sockets: Gel or
padding helps to seal out water and offers additional comfort — without the harsh, but
temporary lines, that traditional goggles leave on a swimmer's face.Clean your goggles with
water or, if they're very dirty, use a small amount of baby shampoo. Do not use abrasive



cleansers on your goggles — they can damage the anti-fog coating and reduce visibility.Ask
friends for their recommendations for the best leak-free brands of goggles — but don't just take
their word for it. What works for your friend's face may not work for your face. Start with a
recommendation; then see if you can borrow a pair of your friend's favorite goggles (or even a
pair that a friend might not like but that he still has lurking in his swim bag), and go for a swim.
You might find the perfect pair for you.Goggles have to fit correctly or they can end up causing
you frustration, headaches, and time. The way goggles fit your face is the most important factor
to consider in making your selection. When you're searching for the pair of goggles that fits you
best, head to a local swim shop where you can try them on. Then follow these steps:1. Pick a
pair of goggles — any pair — and start there.Don't be afraid to try kids' goggles if you have a
small face.2. Press the goggles over your eyes, positioning them over the bridge of your nose,
without putting on the head strap.Do they stay in place for at least a few seconds? If so, move to
the next step. If not, pick up another pair of goggles and start over.3. Adjust the head strap so
that it's tight but comfortable.4. Notice how the goggles feel.Goggles should not create pressure
on your sinuses, which can reduce your ability to breathe. Pay attention to areas where the
goggles pinch or press uncomfortably across your temples, on your forehead, or against your
eyes. If you notice any pressure or pain, start over with another pair.5. When you find a pair that
fits comfortably, buy one pair and head to the water to try them out.If the goggles leak or fog up
excessively or fall off when you dive into the water — yep, you guessed it — head back to the
store and start over with another pair.Don't just throw out the pair of goggles that didn't work for
you. Donate them to your pool, give them to a friend, or hang onto them until someone asks you
which goggles you recommend. You can tell him about your favorite pair of goggles and also let
him try the pair that didn't work for you — maybe they'll work for him.6. When you find a pair that
fits comfortably and performs well in the water, head back to the store and buy at least a few
more pairs.Keep the spare pairs handy in case you lose your first pair. (Every swimming pool
has a box of lost goggles — proof of how often swimmers seem to misplace theirs.)Treating your
wetsuit rightUse only lubricating products designed for wetsuits. Do not use petroleum jelly,
cooking spray, or other oils on your wetsuit — they can cause the neoprene to break down and
crack.After each use, rinse your wetsuit with cool and soft water, being sure to get any sand or
salty water from the teeth of the zipper. Do not put your wetsuit in a washing machine.Use a
wetsuit-specific cleanser, if necessary, and rinse off your wetsuit as soon as possible after your
swim. Leaving your wetsuit in a crumpled ball will cause mold to develop, ruining your suit.Hang
your wetsuit on a thick plastic hanger to air-dry. Never put your wetsuit in the dryer.Take your
wetsuit off the hanger when it's dry to prevent it from stretching at the shoulders.Store your
wetsuit, lying flat and inside-out, in a cool, dry location.A no-hair day: Selecting a swim capSwim
caps cover your head, hair, and ears, providing warmth, keeping the hair out of your eyes, and
improving hydrodynamics. Hair slows you down; caps provide a smooth glide. Swim caps also
provide some protection against the harsh chlorine of the pools or from the sun, both of which
can damage your hair.Although some pools require swim caps for swimmers with longer hair,



not everyone trains with a swim cap. Caps are required by many triathlon organizers, however.
So if you don't train with a cap, be sure to give one a try before your event, just to get a feel for it.
And if you train with a cap, don't fall in love with it — event organizers who require caps most
likely will supply them on race day.If you're training in open waters, wear a brightly colored swim
cap to make you more visible to lifeguards.Event organizers who require and supply swim caps
don't really care about protecting your hair or improving your time. Their main concern is
knowing where you are, so they'll provide a cap color-coded to your age group and your wave
(your grouping for the swim).The caps supplied at triathlons typically have the event name on
them, so triathletes save the caps as souvenirs. Long after your event, your swim cap tells others
that you're a triathlete, and it often becomes a conversation piece.Swim caps are made from
latex, silicone, or neoprene, and each material has its benefits and best uses:Latex: Latex is the
cheapest option for a swim cap — latex caps cost $3 to $5 apiece. And latex caps stay put on
your head. On the downside, latex caps can be uncomfortable, and they tend to tear and wear
out easily.Silicone: Most triathletes who wear caps like the thicker material of silicone. Silicone
caps provide insulation, and their softness makes them stretchy and adjustable for comfort.
They don't pull your hair as much as latex does, and they last longer. But a silicone cap can
move around on your head, creating a distraction. Silicone caps cost from $8 to $20.Choose a
silicone cap for your longer open-water training swims to help you stay warm.Neoprene:
Sometimes called “hot heads,” neoprene caps keep you warm in cold, open waters. The thicker
fabric raises your core body temperature by as much as 5°F (3°C). A neoprene cap isn't the best
choice for pool training, but for a cold, open-water swim, it may be a necessity. Neoprene caps
come with chin straps to keep them in place. Costs start at $20.You'll also find caps available in
nylon or Lycra, the same material as your swimsuit fabric. Although these caps are the most
comfortable, they allow water into your hair, which means they create drag and are not as
hydrodynamic as the other materials. Nylon and Lycra are best if you're looking just to keep the
hair out of your face and eyes and not planning to swim many laps. We don't recommend them
for training.Latex and neoprene swim caps can be tough to get on, especially if you have longer
hair. Dip your cap into the water and fill it, and then dump out the water. If you have long hair,
secure it in a ponytail or scoop it up and twist it; stuff the twist under your cap after you put it
on.Ride On: Choosing a Bike and Bike GearDuring your triathlon, you'll spend the most amount
of time — as much as half of your total race time — on your bike. This is the only leg of the race
for which you'll need a machine, with gears and wheels and tools for maintenance. And this
makes the bike and bike accessories the most expensive and technical purchases you'll make to
prepare for your triathlon.Bikes come in as many shapes and sizes as triathletes do. And in bike
purchases, the adage “You get what you pay for” holds true. As you select features that
contribute to aerodynamics, smooth gearing, and light weight, you'll find that the price of the bike
increases.But nowhere else in your event will the equipment you choose have such an impact on
your overall performance. A well-equipped, well-maintained bike with correct tire pressure and fit
can shave minutes from your bike-leg times.Still, a high-performance and high-priced bike is no



substitute for training. So, select the bike that works best for your lifestyle and your triathlon
goals; then ride, ride, ride.There are three steps to deciding on a bike:1. If you don't already have
a bike you'll use for your triathlon, decide how much you're willing to spend.You can spend as
little as a few hundred dollars for a bike that's decent enough to get you there or more than
$10,000 to get you there fast (providing you've trained well).You don't need to go out and spend
thousands of dollars on a high-performance bike for a triathlon. Most triathletes, especially first-
timers, participate on bikes that cost an average of $500. You may even be able to ride the bike
you have sitting in your garage, providing you get a tune-up and adjustments for fit.2. Choose the
type of bike that will work best for you and your riding style and needs.Bikes that are acceptable
for riding in triathlons come in five major categories (see the “Looking at your bike options”
section for more). Within each category, features and components you add will affect the price.3.
Do your homework.Visit your local bike shop and try many models and styles to see what feels
best for you. Bike shops will allow you to ride the bike outside. Take for a good spin any bike
you're considering buying — change gears, climb and descend a hill, test the cornering
(turning). Then hop on another bike and try that one, too.In the following sections, we go into
more detail on the five major categories of bikes. We also let you know how you can tell if a bike
fits you. And we cover your clothing and accessories options, including pedals and
shoes.Looking at your bike optionsWhen it comes to competing in a triathlon, there are five
major categories of bikes:Tri bikesRoad bikesTouring bikesMountain bikesHybrid bikesIn the
following sections, we fill you in.Tri bikesIf you plan to train and ride your bike only in triathlons,
then you might find that a triathlon-specific bike (or tri bike) is a good choice for you. A tri bikes is
designed to put you in a better aerodynamic position than a traditional road or mountain bike.
Better aerodynamics and lightweight materials mean faster performance.And the tri bike's
angles and frame geometry (the way the bike is made) allow you to pedal in a position that
makes it easier for your legs to transition from the bike to the run. Tri-specific bikes also feature
aerobars, specific handlebars on which you rest your forearms. The thinking behind aerobars is
to make your body compact and tight, or low and small. On a tri bike with aerobars, your arms
and elbows are pulled in close to your body, reducing the amount of surface area that needs to
cut through the wind (see Figure 3-4).Here are the features you'll find in a tri bike:A short top
tube to permit the rider to comfortably lean forward onto the aerobars.Lightweight frames made
of aluminum, aluminum plus carbon fiber in the seat stays, or all carbon fiber: The advantage of
carbon fiber is that it absorbs road vibration, which reduces rider fatigue, and is lightweight. Less
weight means less effort required to power the bike, which translates into speed.A narrow and
hard saddle with a long nose, positioned higher than the handlebars.Figure 3-4: A rider on a tri-
specific bike is more aerodynamic than riders on other types of bikes, such as road or mountain
bikes.Courtesy of Trek Bicycle CorporationA seat angle of 76 degrees to 78 degrees to engage
the large muscles of the leg.Two chain rings in front and nine or ten in the rear for maximum
speed.Wheels with as few as 24 spokes to reduce wind drag, or a solid-disc rear wheel: Disc
wheels eliminate wind drag that can slow you down on the bike (that is, as long as the wind is



either in your face or at your back or there is no wind at all). In a crosswind, disc wheels make it
difficult to keep the bike straight, which can make you tired fast and increase your risk of falling.
Spoked wheels, while less aerodynamic, offer improved efficiency over disc wheels in
crosswinds. The fewer spokes on a wheel, the less wind drag they create.Narrow tires pumped
to high pressure, such as a 700C by 20mm tire. (For more on tires and how they're measured,
check out the nearby sidebar, “Tire me out: How tires are measured.”)If you decide to continue
training for triathlons after your first, and you plan to participate in six or more races a year, you'll
want to consider two bikes: a tri bike for racing and a road bike on which you'll log most of your
training miles and participate in group rides. Tri bikes are good for events, but uncomfortable to
use for daily training or for long rides.Tri bike prices begin at $1,800 for an entry-level bike.
Expect to spend about $3,000 for a tri bike with a lightweight and strong carbon-fiber frame.
When you add high-performance components (better quality gearing systems and brakes) and
disc wheels, you can invest $8,000 or more.Tri-specific bikes facilitate faster triathlons,
especially for beginning triathletes who benefit most from the aerodynamics and decreased
muscle fatigue when they transition from the bike to the run. What you gain in speed, though,
you lose in control and comfort. Tri bikes are single-purpose machines, and their purpose is to
go fast. Don't get a tri bike if:You're a beginning rider and you plan to participate in group training
rides.You'd like to use your bike for activities other than training for and participating in
triathlons.You're a first-timer and you aren't yet sure if you'll want to pursue triathlons.You often
ride hills with many turns and curves.Don't expect to see all the athletes, even those who look
like elite triathletes, riding tri bikes. You don't need a tri bike to participate in a triathlon, and you'll
see more road bikes at a first-timer friendly triathlon than you will tri bikes.Road bikesRoad bikes
are for use on paved road surfaces. A road bike positions you comfortably for everyday training
or for extended distances (see Figure 3-5). Brake levers and shifts for gears are within easy
reach on a road bike's drop handlebars, giving you maximum efficiency and safety, especially
important when training on public roads with traffic.Road bikes offer versatility and are able to
handle hills and longer rides more comfortably than tri bikes.If you haven't ridden a road bike in
while, you may find it a little awkward and find yourself holding tight to the handlebars. Your road
bike will respond to your body movements, so at first, the bike can feel twitchy. With time and
practice, you'll feel more connected to your bike and think nothing of reaching down for your
water bottle or wiping sweat from your face.Look for these features in a good-quality road bike:A
longer top tube and compact wheelbase for control and comfort.Two or sometimes three chain
rings in front: The third smaller chain ring makes hill ascents easier.Gear shift levers and brake
levers within easy reach on a drop handlebar.Nine to ten gears in the back for efficiency and
speed.Wheels with 32 to 36 spokes and thin, high-pressure tires, generally 700C by 23mm,
25mm, or 28mm. (For more on tires and how they're measured, check out the sidebar, “Tire me
out: How tires are measured,” in this chapter.)You'll find road bikes in a variety of price ranges —
from $500 for an entry-level aluminum-frame bike to $3,500 and up for a full carbon-frame bike.
As with tri bikes, as you select high-performance wheels and components, you can expect to



pay more for your bike.An entry-level bike will cost around $900 and up. A midrange bike, around
$1,750, offers a combination of aluminum and carbon fiber in the frame, providing the weight-
saving benefits of carbon with the cost-saving benefits of aluminum.Figure 3-5: The short
wheelbase of a road bike makes it responsive to turns, and its frame geometry allows you to feel
more comfortable on extended rides.Courtesy of Trek Bicycle CorporationTire me out: How tires
are measuredTires you will want to use for training or participating in a triathlon are measured in
diameter and width. A 700C tire is used on tri, road, touring, and hybrid bikes. 650C tires are
best for mountain bikes.The width of the tire and the air pressure determine how much rolling
resistance your tire will have on the surface on which you're riding. The higher the pressure and
narrower the tire, the faster you'll ride with less effort. The most common tire width for
comfortable road riding is 25 to 28mm.You can reduce rolling resistance to increase speed by
using a narrow tire, such as a 20 or 23mm-wide tire pumped to its maximum pressure, but you'll
sacrifice comfort — narrow, high-pressure tires do not absorb vibration or bumps well, and they
increase your potential for flats.Some triathletes add aerobars to their road bikes to put them in a
better aerodynamic position. But you may not find aerobars comfortable, and they aren't safe on
a road bike. A road bike has a longer wheelbase than a tri bike, so you have to stretch farther to
rest your arms on the aerobars, compromising comfort and leg power. Clip-on aerobars also
don't generally come equipped with brakes, so when you're in the compact, race position, you
don't have access to your brakes without lifting yourself off the aerobars and moving your hands.
Sometimes, that takes more time than you have to avoid an accident. Bottom line: Because of
the safety issues involved, we don't recommend using aerobars on road bikes.Touring bikesThe
features of a touring bike are similar to those found in road bikes, but touring bikes are meant to
be used to carry loads on long trips. Touring bikes feature sturdy and strong frames and wheels
with more spokes than a road bike. All this adds weight (about 8 to 10 pounds), and more weight
means you have to work harder.Invest in a touring bike if you think you'll ride for long distances
for extended bike trips. You can always change out the tires for narrower and higher-pressure
tires and remove racks meant for carrying packs to reduce the weight.Here are the additional
features of a touring bike:700C tires that are slightly wider than tires on a road bike (from 28mm
to 33mm) with as many as 36 spokes on the wheel for comfort when riding long distances and
for strength when you encounter pot holes or rough roads. (For more on tires and how they're
measured, check out the sidebar, “Tire me out: How tires are measured,” in this
chapter.)Additional space between frame wheels to allow for attachment of fenders and packs.A
wheelbase that's slightly longer than a road bike and a design that allows a more upright sitting
position.Fenders and racks for carrying packs.Additional water bottle mounts for extra hydration
on long journeys.You can pay as little as $1,200 for a touring bike. Or you can spend more than
$3,000 for a solid, good-shifting machine that can take you the distance.Mountain bikes and
hybridsIf your triathlon is a first-timer-friendly event, you'll see many participants on hybrid bikes
or even mountain bikes. Hybrids combine comfort with the efficiency of a road bike. Mountain
bikes add features, such as suspension and wider, heavily lugged tires, for tackling rugged, off-



road terrain (see Figure 3-6).Everything about hybrid and mountain bikes is heavier than road
bikes, and the wheelbase is longer, so a mountain bike or hybrid is less responsive than a road
bike. These bikes are not designed to go fast and straight — they're all about overcoming
obstacles. But some riders prefer the less twitchy, more secure feeling of a hybrid or mountain
bike.Figure 3-6: A mountain bike or hybrid offers a more relaxed frame geometry, which means
you'll sit in an upright comfortable position.Courtesy of Giant Bicycle, Inc./Giant for WomenHere
are the features common to mountain and hybrid bikes:650C wheels with fat (up to 38mm), low-
pressure, lugged tires. (For more on tires and how they're measured, check out the sidebar, “Tire
me out: How tires are measured,” in this chapter.)T-bar handlebar for upright riding.Smaller chain
rings in front and bigger cassette gears in the rear — ideal for handling rough terrain, loose
gravel, mud, and steep hills.Disc brakes to ensure stopping when brakes and tires are wet and
muddy.Mountain bikes fall into two basic types:Hard tail, which has only front suspension (the
rear stays firm)Full suspension, in which both front and rear wheels are fit with shocksAlthough
you'll do just fine on a hybrid or hard-tail mountain bike, we don't recommend full-suspension
mountain bikes for triathlons. As you pedal downward, your pedal force is absorbed by the
suspension and not directed to moving you forward quickly. The suspension also adds to the
weight of your bike.A mountain bike can be a good choice if, after your event, most of your riding
will be tours around your neighborhood rather than tours of triathlons across the country. And if
you ride more often on packed gravel or bumpy trails than you do on roads, a mountain bike may
be a good choice for you.By design, though, mountain bikes move slowly. You'll find that the low
tire pressure on the smaller 650C wheels and the single hand position creates fatigue on rides
longer than 10 miles. Wind resistance adds to that fatigue, as you'll be in a full upright position
on your mountain bike.You can find a good-quality hybrid bike for as little as $500, while solid
cross-country racing mountain bikes can cost $1,400 and up.If you decide to use a hybrid or
mountain bike for your triathlon, consider changing the tires. The feature that makes mountain
bikes efficient and comfortable off-road makes them inefficient and lumbering on paved
surfaces. The big lugs on mountain-bike tires require more energy on the road. Consider a
narrower, smoother tire and one you can pump to a pressure higher than 70 to 80 pounds per
square inch (psi), the standard for mountain-bike tires. Treadless tires, called “slicks,” cost
around $30 but can be as much as $100 per tire.Getting fit first: Why the proper bike fit is
importantAfter choosing the bike that meets your goals and your lifestyle, the way that bike fits
you is the most important aspect of a comfortable, enjoyable, and efficient cycling experience. A
bike that fits you properly helps you to deliver power to the pedals, moving the bike forward as
efficiently as possible.A reputable bike shop will measure your inseam (leg length) and even
your torso and arm length to guide you in selecting a bike. Manufacturers offer sizes based on
centimeters, but like clothing sizes, they vary from one company to the next. Your best bet is to
get on the bike and ride it.A proper fit is based on the biomechanics and the size of your body,
and a certified bike-fitter is best qualified to make adjustments to your bike to maximize comfort
and efficiency and to reduce fatigue, soreness, and chance of injury.Expect to put your bike on a



stationary wind trainer in the store, where you'll ride it while the fit expert evaluates and
compensates for saddle height, handlebar height, pedal position, and saddle angle. This type of
basic bike fitting takes about 20 minutes. If you haven't purchased your bike at the store, you can
expect to pay around $30 for a basic fit, plus any parts you need. If you've purchased your bike
at the shop, they should be sure you are comfortable on it before you leave the store.A
comprehensive “professional” fit can take about two hours and allows you to alter your bike to
account for your muscle flexibility and the way you pedal. A professional bike fit can cost from
$100 to $200, in addition to any parts you might need, such as a new saddle or handlebar stem.
In addition to measuring basic fit, a professional fit will take into account:Crank length: A
measurement based on the length of the pedal cranks as it relates to the diameter of the circle
created by your pedaling motion and the angle of your knee as it completes the
rotation.Handlebar size and position: The angle and height of your handlebars and their width
can affect your comfort. Adjustments can also be made to bring the bars closer or move them
farther away from your saddle. Some adjustments can be made with positioning, while others
will require new handlebars or a new handlebar stem.Saddle tilt: The angle of your saddle can
affect your comfort. A saddle that's tilted too far forward puts pressure on your arms as they hold
you up on the handlebars.Saddle position: Adjusting the saddle position is a compromise
between comfort and power. The fore-aft (forward-backward) position of the saddle in relation to
the crank allows you to maximize your muscle power.Whether you're buying a new bike,
borrowing a bike, or breaking your bike out of the garage, bring it to your local bike shop and ask
the people there to make any necessary adjustments for proper fit.Picking pedals and
shoesPedals come in three styles:Flat pedals that you use with sneakers or running shoesToe
clips into which you slide your feet while wearing sneakers or running shoesClipless pedals into
which you lock a cycling-specific shoe with an adjustable cleatFew things about cycling are as
frightening to first-timers as locking into clipless pedals, but clipless pedals offer an increase in
pedaling efficiency because you can spin rather than pump. And through the spinning motion,
you'll be pulling up one pedal as you push down on the other.We recommend clipless pedals for
the increase in power and speed they provide. In addition, cycling shoes fit for a clipless pedal
system provide extra stability for your feet, keeping them flat through the pedaling motion and
correctly positioned on the pedals, further contributing to efficiency.If you're nervous about being
locked in, visit a cycling store that has stationary wind trainers set up. Put on your cycling shoes
and clip into the pedals and practice clipping and unclipping. Then take your bike out onto a flat
lawn to try them out while you're moving. Before you head out onto the roads, take some
practice rides in a parking lot.What to wear: Clothing and accessoriesIt's possible to jump on
your bike in running clothes or other casual wear and head off, but what you wear can greatly
affect your comfort, your efficiency, and your safety. In this section, you'll find out what to wear —
from head to toe — and why.Staying safe with a helmetThe first and most important article to put
on your body before you set off on a bike ride is your helmet. Never ride without a helmet. Event
organizers will require one for the bike leg. Expect to pay $50 to $70 for a good-quality helmet



made from sturdy foam molded into a hard, thin, plastic outer layer.Here are the features to look
for in a helmet:American National Standards Institute (ANSI), Snell, or Consumer Product Safety
Commission (CPSC) certification.Bright colors for better visibility on the road: A helmet is a
safety statement, not a fashion statement, but selecting a bright color can help make you more
visible to drivers on public roads.Openings for ventilation to allow air flow, keeping your head
cool and improving aerodynamics: Expect to pay more for helmets with wide-open vents
because they'll be constructed with reinforcements, much like rebar, built into the foam to
maintain strength while allowing for maximum airflow.Easily adjustable chin and ear straps using
a flip-lock system and a dial-adjustment for head straps inside the helmet: The ability to adjust
your helmet while it's on your head, instead of having to take it off and fumble with straps, can
help you create a secure fit.If you fall and your helmet makes contact with the ground, replace it
immediately. Helmets are not designed to withstand multiple impacts. Even a minor blow can
compromise the integrity of the helmet. For this reason, do not buy or use an old helmet,
because you can't be certain of its crash history.When you're shopping for helmets, follow these
steps:1. Place the helmet on your head and evaluate its initial fit.Is it way too big or too tight? If
so, you'll notice that right away. Small adjustments can be made with the head, chin, and ear
straps, but if the helmet doesn't fit onto your head or flops around, try another style or size.The
front rim of the helmet should go across your forehead just above your eyebrows.2. Adjust the
straps inside the helmet so that it fits securely around your head.3. Adjust the lengths of the chin
straps to ensure that they fit tightly under your chin and that you can move comfortably.4. Adjust
the strap around each ear to create a triangle that outlines your ear.The ear strap adjustments
should sit slightly below your ear lobes.5. Place your hands on the helmet and try to move it back
to front or side to side.If you can move your helmet, it's not the right fit. Adjust the straps again for
a secure fit or try another helmet.Dressing for comfort and visibilityThere's a reason cyclists
sport bright colors and bold graphics: They want to be noticed. When you're shopping for cycling
clothing, look for colors that will be easily visible to drivers.Clothing choices are more about
function than fashion. Choose cycling jerseys, shells, or jackets that fit closely to your body.
Clothing that billows away from the body creates drag and slows you down (not to mention
irritates you with its flapping). When you try on a cycling top, lean forward and stretch your arms
out in front of you to ensure nothing binds or restricts your movement.Cycling clothes are
designed to fit closely to your body so that the technical fabric can wick away moisture from your
skin. This helps to keep you cool in the summer and keeps you from getting clammy in the cold
weather.Jerseys can cost from $24 to $100, while shells and wind- or rain-resistant outerwear
can start at $50 and cost up to $200 or more.A cycling top and jersey has the following
features:A zipper that ranges from a quarter of the length of the shirt to the full front of the shirt to
allow you to pull it open as you heat up on a sprint or uphill and quickly zip it back up when the
wind picks up on your descent.Pockets in the back of the jersey or at the sides in which you can
store essential items, including nutritional bars and snacks, or a cellphone for emergencies.
Pockets with elastic at the tops are easy to access while riding, but they may not be secure



enough for storing ID or money. We've ridden along many times only to have a nutritional bar
bounce from a pocket onto the road.Mesh fabric for breathability or a combination of wicking
and mesh fabrics.Longer length in the back and elastic waistband to keep the shirt in place and
covering your back as you bend forward to reach the handlebars.Cycling shorts are essential for
any training rides more than 10 miles long. They're made of wicking Lycra and spandex fabrics
to fit your body closely, reducing drag and minimizing the risk that loose pants or shorts will get
caught in your gears or get bunched up and cause chafing.Cycling shorts come with built-in
padding, called chamois, in the crotch area of the shorts to provide comfort and minimize
possible chafing. Choose the thickness of padding that's most comfortable for you. If you head
out for a ride, and you're experiencing soreness, consider investing in a pair of shorts with a
thicker chamois.Cycling shorts can range in price from $30 to $100. Invest in the best pair of
shorts you can afford.Wash your shorts immediately after wearing them and allow them to air-
dry inside out.Socks, gloves, and sunglassesMost lightweight socks that are made of a blend of
fabrics designed to wick away moisture will work for cycling. Expect to pay $10 for a pair of
cycling socks.Fingerless gloves (or full-fingered gloves in colder weather) help keep you
comfortable during long rides. Gloves often have gel padding in the pressure points. After miles
of road vibration, your hands can get tired and ache if you're not wearing gloves. Gloves cost
from $20 to $60. Expect to replace them at least once every season.Any sport sunglasses will
do to wear on the bike to protect your eyes from road debris and wind. Glasses specifically
designed for cyclists, though, often come with interchangeable lenses to provide maximum
visibility in different lighting conditions. Cycling sunglasses cost from $40 to $200.Pounding the
Pavement: Getting What You Need for the RunWhen you're ready to hit the road, nothing is more
important than your running shoes, so in this section we start from the bottom and work our way
up.Choosing a good running shoeThere are two basic types of running shoes:Shoes designed
for motion control and stability: You'll need a stability or motion-control running shoe if you
overpronate. Overpronating occurs when your foot rolls significantly inward as you move from
your heel to your toes.Shoes designed for cushioning: Cushioning, or neutral, running shoes are
best for runners who supinate, or underpronate. Runners supinate if they roll very little from the
outside of their feet to the inside as they move from their heels to their toes, creating a more rigid
step. There are three levels of cushioning — minimum, normal, and maximum — and the
amount of cushioning you need can depend on many factors, including your body size, the
distance you're running, the existence of current foot problems, and what surface you're running
on.So how do you determine which of the 300 pairs of sneakers that are out there is right for
you? For your first pair of running shoes, start by visiting a reputable running store, as opposed
to a sporting goods store or an online retailer. Employees at running stores are runners — that's
why they're there. They're knowledgeable about the different types of shoes and will talk to you
and ask you questions to determine which shoes are best for you.Expect to pay as much as $80
or more for your running shoes.Then follow these five guidelines to select shoes that fit:Take the
shoes you use now for walking or running to your local running store. A knowledgeable sales



person will be able to look at how your shoes are worn to determine if you are in the correct type
or if you might need shoes that offer more motion control or cushioning.Shop for running shoes
late in the day, when your feet are at their largest, especially after an evening run.If you wear
orthotics (inserts in your shoes to alleviate a foot problem), be sure to bring them with you.Wear
the socks you plan to use when you run.Run in the store with them to see how they feel or
outside on the sidewalk to ensure that they feel comfortable. Don't worry; in running shoe stores,
everyone does it — in fact, it's expected.
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The Sloth, “Very Good Book lots of general info yet could use a bit of more Depth.. The book is
written in an easy to read format.I have competed in several triathlons from Sprint to Half-
Ironman. This year I'm doing my first Ironman so I decided to get as much info as posible.
Triathlon for Dummies would try to touch every aspect of the Sport ,but lacks a bit in a few
aspects. In the Swim lots of training tips, but lacks a bit in the race like drafting someone in the
swim which can serve you of two things he can be the eyes for you and he can save you energy.
In the bike some things like the tube seat angle which can be replace for another tube to make it
energy effecient like it Triathlon bikes. How can a few extras heart beats can affect the running
part.But in overall the book is a great book. The reason why is because I have another book of
Thriatlon Training and what the other lacks this one has. For someone who doesn't have a coach
and have an idea about the sport this book would defenelly would get your feet wet.”

Jorge Rodriguez, “Excellent Prep. This book was an excellent preparation for my first triathlon. It
gave me all the information needed on the various gear and training required. I owe a large part
of my success in my first tri to this book and I highly recommend it! If you are wondering about
this fun and challenging sport, get this book and give it a try!”

Robert Haley, “Good Help for a Beginner. I found this book to be pretty helpful in explaining the
basics of a Triathlon to the uniniated. I didn't understand how the transitions worked and never
heard of tri suits until I read this book. It's written in that positive easy to read Dummies style. If
you're thinking of doing your first Tri, I highly recommend it.”

Sandi, “Great. I used this to train for a Sprint triathlon a few years ago. It is so dead-on for all
that's needed. They had a lot of helpful hints for what to bring, what to waer and how to set-up for
the race.”

Andrea, “Good not great. Very basic as to be expected with this series. It gives some good
information and simple training plans for the beginner.”

Steven T Wilson, “Great for starters. Great insights and tips, it covers diet, workouts, and what to
expect going into Tri's. This is a great place to start when taking the first step into Triathlons.”

Barb, “Great book!. This was a gift for a friend that was training!!!! Great book!!! My husband also
has a copy!!!”

Rogelio Moreno, “Four Stars. great and helpful book”

ramirez-ridgeback, “A solid grounding, though it is U.S. version. I bought this in anticipation of my



1st triathlon next year. it is a really good read, giving loads ot hints and tips as well as training
and practical information. it is an American version and so some of the distances aren't quite the
same as in GB and also road positioning guidelines have to be swapped from left to right as they
assume left hand drive vehicles on the right side of the road. The websites and organisations are
also state-side. I would have bought the British version had I known but it's still a great book and
gave me not only the basic knowledge I needed but also the enthusiasm.”

kimberley roberts, “Brilliant book. Brilliant book may Bible for Tri athlete beginners like me.
Includes all you need to know and more and also includes training plans from sprint Tri to
ironman.”

loopylou, “I already new a bit about triathlon training but this .... I already new a bit about triathlon
training but this certainly helped to cover ground which I was not sure about also didn't have to
readfrom start to finish could  pick out areas which I wanted to know about first”

Miguel OG, “In permanent transition. If you're a novice or neophyte to the sport of triathlon then I
would wholeheartedly recommend this book.”

The book by Deirdre Pitney has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 79 people have provided feedback.
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